
comprehensive, within the limits of thecomprehensive, within the limits of the

research work available. It is accessiblyresearch work available. It is accessibly

written and I strongly recommend it as awritten and I strongly recommend it as a

complement to more clinically focusedcomplement to more clinically focused

books.books.

The book begins with a chapter on theThe book begins with a chapter on the

history of the subject by William Parry-history of the subject by William Parry-

Jones, who was the inspiration for the seriesJones, who was the inspiration for the series

in which it appears, and this volume isin which it appears, and this volume is

dedicated to his memory.dedicated to his memory.
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Given the strong evidence of the highGiven the strong evidence of the high

prevalence of treatment-resistant and/orprevalence of treatment-resistant and/or

chronic affective disorders in the popu-chronic affective disorders in the popu-

lation and the impact that these conditionslation and the impact that these conditions

have on our services (not least in psychi-have on our services (not least in psychi-

atric out-patient clinics) a book on thisatric out-patient clinics) a book on this

topic is welcome. Each chapter is written bytopic is welcome. Each chapter is written by

an expert and contains a wealth of detailan expert and contains a wealth of detail

and a good review of the literature. It isand a good review of the literature. It is

slightly out of date and this is a particularslightly out of date and this is a particular

problem in relation to the chapters onproblem in relation to the chapters on

neurobiology: for example, the imagingneurobiology: for example, the imaging

chapter does not include Shahchapter does not include Shah et alet al’s’s

(1998) influential study. The main pro-(1998) influential study. The main pro-

blems, however, are that many of theblems, however, are that many of the

chapters are written by people with strongchapters are written by people with strong

views supporting their particular strategyviews supporting their particular strategy

and the chapters written by those taking anand the chapters written by those taking an

overview have an uneven use of evidence.overview have an uneven use of evidence.

These two problems amplify rather thanThese two problems amplify rather than

counteract each other. For example, thecounteract each other. For example, the

chapter on electroconvulsive therapy (ECT)chapter on electroconvulsive therapy (ECT)

is written by Max Fink, who is over-is written by Max Fink, who is over-

whelmingly positive about the role of ECTwhelmingly positive about the role of ECT

in these cases (e.g. he writes, ‘Whenin these cases (e.g. he writes, ‘When

depression is still debilitating after twodepression is still debilitating after two

adequate medication trials, ECT is theadequate medication trials, ECT is the

proper treatment’), and the debate onproper treatment’), and the debate on

whether ECT response is reduced inwhether ECT response is reduced in

patients who fail on medication is notpatients who fail on medication is not

discussed despite much recent controversydiscussed despite much recent controversy

and research in this field. The overviewand research in this field. The overview

chapter rehearses some of the studies with-chapter rehearses some of the studies with-

out analysing the quality of the evidence. Aout analysing the quality of the evidence. A

further example is the use of Tfurther example is the use of T33: this is: this is

enthusiastically supported by Joffe andenthusiastically supported by Joffe and

lukewarmly supported in the overviewlukewarmly supported in the overview

chapter but nowhere is the fact that muchchapter but nowhere is the fact that much

of the evidence is based on open and/orof the evidence is based on open and/or

poorly designed studies discussed. This partpoorly designed studies discussed. This part

of the book therefore compares unfavour-of the book therefore compares unfavour-

ably with publications on the use of ECTably with publications on the use of ECT

that give recommendations and also indi-that give recommendations and also indi-

cate the strength of the evidence (e.g.cate the strength of the evidence (e.g.

AndersonAnderson et alet al, 2000)., 2000).

However, in the chapters away fromHowever, in the chapters away from

evidence base and algorithms the book hasevidence base and algorithms the book has

considerable strengths and gives very goodconsiderable strengths and gives very good

summaries and a distillation of clinicalsummaries and a distillation of clinical

wisdom about these disorders in a varietywisdom about these disorders in a variety

of populations, including adolescents, theof populations, including adolescents, the

elderly and the current or recently preg-elderly and the current or recently preg-

nant. These discussions would help thenant. These discussions would help the

clinician with the assessment and manage-clinician with the assessment and manage-

ment of cases and provide a logical basis forment of cases and provide a logical basis for

therapeutic trials. The book is also strongtherapeutic trials. The book is also strong

on the psychological aspects and it ison the psychological aspects and it is

pleasing to note that dysthymia – a difficultpleasing to note that dysthymia – a difficult

concept in relation to these disorders – isconcept in relation to these disorders – is

sensibly handled, as this has often causedsensibly handled, as this has often caused

confusion in the US/UK literature.confusion in the US/UK literature.

One often looks in these AmericanOne often looks in these American

books for tricks that will help in one’sbooks for tricks that will help in one’s

clinical practice, and I thought that I hadclinical practice, and I thought that I had

found one with the description of thefound one with the description of the

concept of tachyphylaxis, which was de-concept of tachyphylaxis, which was de-

scribed as the loss of initial response toscribed as the loss of initial response to

treatment despite maintenance of the drugtreatment despite maintenance of the drug

at the initially effective dosage – I could seeat the initially effective dosage – I could see

my patients telling their friends that themy patients telling their friends that the

doctor had said they had a bad case ofdoctor had said they had a bad case of

tachyphylaxis. However, a dictionary defi-tachyphylaxis. However, a dictionary defi-

nition of this term is thenition of this term is the rapidlyrapidly decreasingdecreasing

response to a drug after aresponse to a drug after a fewfew doses, and sodoses, and so

this does not fit the common clinicalthis does not fit the common clinical

scenario (sometimes called, usually on thescenario (sometimes called, usually on the

internet, ‘poop-out’). Perhaps we need a newinternet, ‘poop-out’). Perhaps we need a new

term? Bradyphylaxis? Or perhaps good old-term? Bradyphylaxis? Or perhaps good old-

fashioned tolerance would suffice.fashioned tolerance would suffice.
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As bright February sunshine pouredAs bright February sunshine poured

through my window, I thought how appro-through my window, I thought how appro-

priate that I should be reading aboutpriate that I should be reading about

seasonal affective disorder (SAD). We allseasonal affective disorder (SAD). We all

know how such sunny spring days can liftknow how such sunny spring days can lift

the gloom induced by weeks of grey cloudythe gloom induced by weeks of grey cloudy

skies and the endless drizzle of a Britishskies and the endless drizzle of a British

winter. However, is there a deeper intensitywinter. However, is there a deeper intensity

of winter gloom and the need for earlier,of winter gloom and the need for earlier,

2 6 42 6 4
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